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Dear All,
I would like to start by expressing how much 
I hope you and your loved ones are all well 
and safe. 2020 has truly been one of the 
most uncertain and challenging years in the 
recent memory.

This pandemic has taught us a fundamental 
life lesson: we, the human beings, are not 
invincible. All of us should appreciate every 
single day, every single experience we go 
through, our family members, friends and 
colleagues. ‘enjoying every moment’ has 
always been a key ingredient in the way we 
built our business in North America, and it has 
proven to be more relevant now than ever.

Despite the ongoing challenges that we 
are facing due to Covid 19 and the 2 tough 
months of business lockdown, we are glad 
to share with you that z.one concept North 
America still managed to have a great year, 
surpassing the results of 2019!

This achievement is simply a consequence 
of all your efforts continuing to promote our 
brands and believing in us the same way 
we believe in you. 

For 2021 we have prepared a strong 
marketing calendar in order to support 
your salon with activities and initiatives that 
will promote the back bar, the technical items 
as well as the retail segment.

We will have some exciting new launches, 
using some of the most innovative 
technology in our industry. This is highlighted 
by the upcoming launch of our “Decologic 
Black Lightener” and “Lifestyling 
Amazing” in January of 2021, two great 
new tools that will surely help you grow your 
business.

We are all hoping and wishing that 2021 
will represent a fresh new beginning for 
everyone. While it might not happen during 
the first quarter of the year, but as soon as 
realistically possible we are looking forward 
to start planning all types of company 
events that you’ve come to expect from us, 
including trips, shows, trainings, in-salon 
events, and more.

It is our most sincere wish to finally be 
able to meet you all in person again and 
continue to build on our established 
company culture based on great HUMAN 
RELATIONSHIPS.

WE ARE ALWAYS HERE FOR YOU, AND HERE WITH YOU!

Sincerely 
Matteo Monteverde

and z.one concept usa team  
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Your most loved 
milk_shake products 
of 2020

Discover the top milk_shake retail products hair 
stylists and consumers fell in love with this past year 
in North America.

2020 bestsellers

1 leave In conditioner 11.8 oz
1 silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz
1 incredible milk 5.1 oz
1 color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz
1 whipped cream 6.8 oz
1 color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz
1 silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz
1 moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz
1 moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz
1 integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz
1 integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz

SAVE
29%

integrity nourishing 
shampoo

leave In 
conditioner

silver shine 
shampoo 

incredible 
milk

1 2 
3 4

whipped 
cream

6
7

color maintainer 
conditioner

silver shine 
conditioner

moisture plus 
conditioner

9
moisture plus 

shampoo 10

5
color maintainer 
shampoo 
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1 SOLD
EVERY

2
m
inutes

Our milk_shake Leave In Conditioner and Silver Shine 
Shampoo are sold every 2 minutes in North America.

DID YoU KNow?



Humidity is the
number one enemy

of your hairstyle.

milk_shake®

lifestyling
AMAZING

Its state-of-the-art polymers
are activated and give structure with heat, 
creating a waterproof film that covers 
the hair completely, sealing the cuticle. 

This protective layer stops humidity from penetrating into the hair 
fibre whilst protecting hair from the stress of heated tools 
and stopping hair colour from fading, keeping hair colour 

fresh and radiant. It also reduces drying time 
and increases the hair’s manageability.

You’ll be amazed 
by the result

/ eliminates frizz for a long-lasting result
/ protects from humidity with a waterproof effect

/ maintains hairstyles for longer
/ reduces drying time
/ protects from heat

/ gives a shiny and radiant finish
/ protects from colour-fading

/ doesn’t weigh hair down
/ doesn’t leave residue

/ makes hair silky, soft and conditioned
/ increases manageability in hair
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milk_shake® lifestyling amazing 
anti-humidity protective styling 
spray for hair

A pre-styling spray capable of eliminating frizz with 
a long-lasting result. The special polymers within its 
formula are heat-activated, creating a film-like effect 
over the hair that protects hair from humidity, protects 
hair colour and maintains the hairstyle for longer. Its 
formula, enriched with fruit extracts, gives a shiny, 
glossy finish with a mirror-like effect. It reduces drying 
time, protects from heated styling tools, doesn’t 
leave residue and doesn’t weigh the hair down.

how do you use it?
/  apply to clean, damp hair divided into sections to 
 ensure an even application of the product
/  comb through lengths to distribute evenly
/  proceed with styling
/  for best results, do not apply other styling products 
 before milk_shake® lifestyling amazing
/  the anti-frizz and anti-humidity effect can last up to 
 2 or more washes

Lifestyling Amazing

8 lifestyling amazing 6.8 oz
Free products
1 lifestyling amazing 6.8 oz
1 lifestyling amazing desk stand
1 lifestyling amazing poster
1 institutional communication base
1 lifestyling amazing brochure
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BUY 6 GET 6 
50% OFF

CHOOSE FROM:

Lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz  
Lifestyling medium hold spray 16.8 oz  
Lifestyling dry shampoo 4.75 oz  
Lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz  
Lifestyling hairspray extra strong 9.15 oz 
Lifestyling eco hairpsray 8.4 oz 

* Mix & Match

Buy 6 Products, Get 6 Products of Equal 
or Lesser Value at 50% oFF

Lifestyling 
top 5 

1 Lifestyling dry shampoo 4.75 oz
1 Lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz
1 Lifestyling curl perfectioninst 5.1 oz
1 Lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz
1 Lifestyling smoothing cream 5.1 oz
1 Lifestyling brochure

SAVE
30%Lifestyling 

shaping foam
I have a lot 
of very fine 
hair and this 
mousse 
gives me 
the control 
to style and 
body I need. 

Lifestyling dry shampoo

”I’ve tried countless dry shampoo products and this 
is the only one that does a great job on my thick hair 
without leaving any residue. I actually use it several 
times a day because of my humid/hot climate & it 
always makes my hair look fresh and full of body. 

Lifestyling strong hold spray 
Not crunchy and has the 
perfect amount of hold! It gives 
a longlasting hold and has a 
delicious smell. 

Lifestyling curl perfectioninst
This product is amazing! I would always 
use Mousse when I styled my wavy hair 
but the curl perfectionist seems to make 
my hair much more wavier than before 
and doesn’t leave my hair crunchy. 

Lifestyling 
smoothing cream

I have many clients 
with tinted, coarse, 
curly hair that I use this 
product on. They all 
love it as much as I do, 
and equally amazed 
when I tell them I am 
using something with 
soft hold.

” ”

”
”

Your 2020  favorite styling products

1
2 3

4 5
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LITER SALE
choose from:
color maintainer shampoo 33.8 oz
color maintainer conditioner 33.8 oz
leave in conditioner  33.8 oz
daily frequent shampoo 33.8 oz
daily frequent conditioner 33.8 oz
volume solution shampoo 33.8 oz
volume solution conditioner 33.8 oz

silver shampoo 33.8 oz
silver shine light shampoo 33.8 oz
moisture plus shampoo 33.8 oz
integrity nourishing shampoo 33.8 oz
integrity nourishing conditioner 33.8 oz

moisture plus conditioner 33.8 oz
silver shine conditioner 33.8 oz 

Deep color Maintainer Balm
4 deep color maintainer balm 5.9 oz
Get Free
1 deep color maintainer balm 16.8 oz
8 deep color maintainer balm foil pack sample

BUY RETAIL SIZE AND GET BACK BAR FREE

Active Yogurt Mask
4 active yogurt mask 8.4 oz
Get Free
1 active yogurt mask 16.8 oz
8 active yogurt mask foil pack sample

Active Milk Mask
4 active milk mask 8.4 oz
Get Free
1 active milk mask 16.8 oz
8 active milk mask foil pack sample

SAVE
37%

SAVE
37%

SAVE
40%

SAVE
35%



 

retAIL cAMPAIGN:
Purchase curl Passion shampoo 

+ 
curl Passion conditioner or Leave In 

= 
receIVe Free 

Lifestyling curl Perfectionist 
OR Lifestyling curl shaper

Perfect curl Kit 
6  Curl Passion shampoo 10.1 oz 
3  Curl Passion conditioner 10.1 oz
3  Curl Passion leave in 10.1 oz 
Free products
3 Lifestyling curl perfectionist  5.1 oz
3  Lifestyling curl shaper 6.8 oz
1 institutional communication base

8

Haircare routine for curly hair

SAVE
35%

how to Get It? 
Purchase one from 
your distributor 
Salon cost $2.00 

NEW IN-SALON MARKETING MATERIALS
create your promotional messages
This year, we are giving you the opportunity to craft the perfect promotions for your salon. We 
have created an adaptable marketing tool (institutional communication base) that uses repurposed 
materials to cut down on waste. You have the freedom to choose marketing messages that are 
tailored to your clients' needs, directly from this magazine! It's less impact on the planet and more 
impact in your salon. 

or get it Free In one of these promotions:
_ 2020 Bestsellers page 3
_ Lifestyling Amazing page 5
_ Perfect Curl Kit page 8
_ Color Cocktails page 9
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SAVE
23%

YOUR HAIR DELICIOUSLY 
HEALTHY AND BEAUTIFUL 

A TEMPORARY CONDITIONING COLOR TREATMENT WITH UNIQUE 
SCENT OF FRUIT AND CHOCOLATE TO REVIVE HAIR COLOR 
AND GIVE SOFTNESS TO THE HAIR.

Set your salon apart by offering your guests fun and 
innovative hair color cocktails.

how to mix a milk_shake cocktail:

/  After cleansing and conditioning the hair, decorate your milk_shake® 
 cocktail glass with 3-5ml of direct color in your chosen shade 
 (this amount varies, depending on length/thickness of hair).
/   Fill the glass with milk_shake® whipped cream.
/   Top off the cocktail with additional 10-12 ml of direct color, 
 for a total of about 15ml.
/   Stir the cocktail until thoroughly mixed and apply to towel dried, 
 clean hair until covered completely.
/   Allow to process for 10 minutes* and then rinse thoroughly. 
 No shampoo required.

 *Bleached and gray hair requires adjusted processing time. 
 Be sure to follow all provided instructions with your conditioning direct color.

Ask us about milk_shake color cocktails! 
YOUR HAIR
COCK TAIL

YOUR HAIR 
DELICIOUSLY HEALTHY AND BEAUTIFUL

A TEMPORARY CONDITIONING 
COLOR TREATMENT WITH UNIQUE SCENT OF FRUIT AND CHOCOLATE TO REVIVE HAIR COLOR AND GIVE SOFTNESS TO THE HAIR

integrity nourishing 
shampoo

leave In 
conditioner silver shine 

shampoo 

incredible 
milk

2 
3

6

7

color maintainer 
conditioner

silver shine 
conditioner

moisture plus 
conditioner

9
moisture plus 

shampoo 10

color maintainer 
shampoo 
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TOP 10 BEST SELLERS
Our best-selling products are tailored 
to compliment any hair care routine.

4
whipped 
cream

5

1

Ask your stylist which Top 10 Best Seller is right for you!

PURCHASE 

2 CURL 

PASSION 

PRODUCTS

GET FREE 

one

Lifestyling Curl 

styling product

I can endure anything

… even humidity

/ long-lasting style

/ bye-bye frizz

/ mirror-like finish

milk_shake
® 

lifestyling   

AMAZING

1.  Get your institutional   
 communication base easel card   
 and metal clips. 

2.  Tear off the promotional card of 
 your choice from our bi-monthly   
 magazine and attach it to the base  
 with the provided clips. 

3. Switch out the messaging as 
 often as you like to fit your 
 marketing needs.  

color cocktails
6  direct color 3.4 oz
2  whipped cream 6.8 oz
1  glistening argan oil 1.7 oz
1  cocktail glass and stirrer
1  cocktails brochure
1  direct color info chart
1 institutional communication base
1  cocktails box 
12  loyalty cards
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THE INNOVATIVE 
BLACK LIGHTENING 
CREAM ENRICHED 
WITH CHARCOAL 
AND SPECIAL 
PIGMENTS FOR 
LIGHTENING 
TECHNIQUES WITH 
INTENSE AND 
COOL TONES.

decologic
milk_shake® decologic
now has a new highly efficient 
lightening solution to create those 
much-desired cool blond 
shades in hair.

With its new technology, decologic black lightens 
up to 7 levels, eliminating warm tones from the hair.

milk_shake® decologic black is a black 
lightening cream with a double action:

neutral lightening
 charcoal 

charcoal and pigments inhibit the warm 
melanin within the hair giving natural-looking, 
neutralised or grey colour tones according 
to the base level and the oxidising strength

protection for hair
 fruit oligosaccharides

the fruit sugar complexes repair and protect 
the hair during lightening, filling in the empty 
spaces to give body to hair fibres weakened 
and damaged by chemical treatments 

THE COMBINATION OF LIGHTENING STRENGTH,
DARK PIGMENTS AND PRECIOUS 
OLIGOSACCHARIDES
creAte PerFect BLoND shADes, 
LeAVING hAIr heALthY AND NoUrIsheD

_ MIXING rAtIo:
• freehand application: 1:1.5
• application with stripes or other support: 1:2
• total lightening and decap: 1:2 o 1:3

_ Use:
in a non-metallic bowl, mix the product with milk_shake® 
oxidizing emulsion 10, 20, 30 or 40 vol., choosing the 
volumes according to the levels of lift required. Apply to dry, 
unwashed hair, and avoid applying directly to the scalp. Leave 
to process at room temperature without heat until the required 
lift has been obtained, or for a maximum of 60 minutes. 
Rinse well and conclude the service using products from the 
milk_shake® color specifics range. It is not advised to 
repeat the lightening process within 24 hours of application. 

Decologic Black Cream 

50%
off

BLACK

Purchase any milk_shake Decologic 
lightener and get Decologic Black Cream 
50% oFF
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oNLINe eDUcAtIoN

 jANUArY                                                                      
 

Monday 4th, 12 noon est.  
Lifestyling Amazing 
“Humidity is the enemy of a hairstyle” Join in on our Facebook Live 
as we introduce the newest addition in our milk_shake Lifestyling 
Line, Amazing! reduce drying time, block out humidity, protect hair 
from heated styling tools, while maintaining color & shine. giving 
hair a mirror like finish. 

Monday 11th, 12 noon est.
Step up your Braid Demo.
“AND THE WINNER IS!” During this Facebook Live we will share a 
quick easy way to step up you braiding game, as well as introduce 
key products that will improve your final result, don’t forget stay 
tuned to the end for the Announcement of the winners to our 
SHOW US YOUR BRAID CONTEST! You won’t want to miss this 
Live.

Monday 18th, 2020 12 noon est. 
Deco Logic Black Light
“Have you been looking for a solution to create much desired cool 
blondes?” Look no further! Decologic Black Light A lightening 
cream with excellent lifting power, combined with charcoal 
to neutralize warm tones during the lightening phase. Join us 
as we share all you’ll need to know about this NEW lightening 
experience BLACK LIGHT, while watching a demo on timeless 
highlighting techniques guarantee to generate added revenue for 
your business.

Monday 25th 2020 12 est.  
Mens Cut 
‘Tailoring a mans haircut!’ Disconnect, fade, and texture are few 
of the components used when creating a mans style. During this 
Facebook live we will share how to incorporate these components 
as well as the right No Inhibition styling product to support the final 
outcome

 FeBrUArY                                                                              

Monday 1st, 12 noon est. 
Curly Hair 
“Tips and Tricks for Curly Hair!’ considering the fact that curly hair 
tends to have its own unique, individual needs, choosing  the right 
product can sometimes be challenging, During this Facebook Live 
will share the appropriate styling and finishing product best suited 
for curl pattern, How ,When and Where are just a the few things we 
will Demo during this live.

Monday 8th, 12 noon est.
9 minutes color
“Creativity in 9 minutes “
Increase your color Business in less time, while expanding your 
Creative options. During this Facebook Live we will demo the range 
of possibilities smoothies semipermanent color to refresh the mid 
shaft to ends while applying a regrowth touch up with 9 minutes 
color. 

Monday 15th, 12 noon est. 
k respect regenerating service
Rejuvenate your hair with k-respect 
Maintaining natural shape of the hair, body and shine while 
eliminating frizz, are some of the challenges that many salon guest 
face. Allow us to share the approbate in salon service that can 
solve this issue. Join in for a demo on the appropriate k-respect 
smoothing service that can make your guest fall back in love with 
their hair.

Monday 22nd, 12 noon est. 
Facebook Live - cutting 
Change is in the hair! 
Short and Sassy Chic and Bold are a few of the description 
connected to someone looking for a change in their haircut. In this 
face book live we will share one of the Techniques from our 2021 
Iconic collection, when creating a shorter look.

jANUArY

tuesday 5th, 8 pm Zoom
milk-shake Creative Permanent Color”
The Ins and out- join us on a zoom webinar and learn about all the 
endless possibilities Creative Permanent color has to offer both 
you and your guest. Take your color to the next level. 

tuesday 19th, 8 pm zoom
milk_shake 9 Minutes color 
“Time is Money!” Innovative technology guarantees the same 
results as traditional permanent color, with reduced time. Ideal for 
regrowth touch up, maximum grey coverage, shine and durability 
in 36 intermixable shades. Learn the full insight on the milk_shake 
9 minutes color. 

 eVeNING cLAsses                                                                                              

FeBrUArY

February tuesday 9th, 8 pm Zoom
NO INHIBITION Permanent Multi-Color
Do you want to know more or better understand the use of the 
use of the No Inhibition Multi-color permanent color range, register 
for this webinar on creative coloring tips and tricks on Dimensional 
Color.

February tuesday 23rd, 8 pm Zoom
milk_shake Smoothies Semi Permanent 
In this Webinar you will acquire the information needed for the 
Inspired Colorist. Tips on formulation, tonal choice and application 
to maximize the color performance as well as features, benefits, 
active ingredients and their effects.



 

No Inhibition 
Multicolor

5 no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz
1 no inhibition oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 paper swatch chart
1 multicolor brochure

SUGGESTED SHADES:
 5 / 6.00 / 5.22 / 6.66 / 7.31 / 20 VOL

creative 
Permanent color

5 creative permanent color 3.4 oz
1 oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 brochure
1 paper swatch chart
1 technical book

SUGGESTED SHADES:
5.0, 4.31, 6.66, 7.43, 8.11+ 20 Vol 

smoothies 
semi Permanent color

6 milk shake smoothies semi permanent 3.4 oz
1 activating emulsion 33.8 oz
1 technical book
1 paper swatch chart

SUGGESTED SHADES:
5N, 6.66, 7N, 7.43, 9.1, 10.117 + Activating Emulsion

9 Minutes color

5 9 minutes color 3.4 oz
1 milk_shake oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 9 minutes color paper chart
1 9 minutes color technical book

SUGGESTED SHADES:
4.0, 6.0, 5.14, 6.35, 7.6, + 10 Vol

These promotions are part of 2021 Intro Deals. 
Please ask your sales representative more information 
on Introductory offers available all year long. 

NEW YEAR
NEW HAIR COLOR

Looking to invest in a new color line? 
we cover all your coloring needs.

Conditioning permanent color with high quality 
pigments, perfect grey coverage for vibrant 
results and healthy hair. 

Conditioning semi-permanent color with gentle, ammonia free 
formula. Covers up to 75% grey and leaves hair shiny.

Rich permanent color cream with luminous results 
and rejuvenating effect on hair. 

Quick conditioning permanent color with advanced 
technology  to guarantee the same results as a regular 
permanent color with reduced processing time.

2021I N T R O
D E A L S
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smoothing 
cream 

12 wonders 

volumizer 
hairspray

texturuzing 
& volumizing 
foam

sticky paste

Multicolor + FREE all purpose cape 
All Purpose Cape FREE with purchase 
of 18 No Inhibition Multicolor shades

No Inhibition toP 5

3+1 Free
No Inhibition toP 5 products

Purchase any 3 No Inhibition products 
from the Top 5 and get 1 Free.

coLor BUY BAcK ProGrAM
Interested in switching your color to milk_shake 
or No Inhibition? Ask your sales representative 
for details on our “Color Back Buy Program”. 

This program gives you an opportunity to invest 
in any of the z.one concept color lines and trade 
out generous amounts of existing competitor 
color.

«

Most popular products in 2020

1 2 
3

45
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Get ICONIC COlleCtION Book Free*
+ Digital Access Code for technique videos 
3 coloring techniques 
+ 3 cutting techniques 

* when purchasing 
18 tubes of Creative Permanent Color, 
9 Minutes Color and Smoothies (mix and match)

  ICONIC AND tIMeleSS          
Timeless styles are the main statements in 2020, celebrating 
a strong woman who follows trends and enhances her 
uniqueness with femininity in her heart. ICONIC looks from 
London, the search for geometry and a balance in softness, 
strength in harmony with femininity, this is the style of women 
today who work hard in their professional and social lives. 
ICONIC looks with a new glamorous concept.

  CUTTING & COLOURING     LIGHT EDITION 



AMAZING HAIR
EVERYDAY

#humidity proof

milk_shake®

lifestyling
AMAZING

A new anti-humidity 
protective styling 

spray for hair

/ long-lasting style 
/ bye-bye frizz
/ mirror-like finish

z-oneconceptusa.com

z.one concept usa

coNNect wIth Us facebook/milkshakeusa

Instagram/milkshakeusa

Technical Hotline

973 767 7878


